the dc rotation simply would have provided extra suppression by a uniform amount on top of the ac oscillation suppression, as illustrated by the purple dashed curve in Fig. 3B.

As the suppressed NCRIF and the enhanced dissipation under dc rotation are thought to be coming from vortex injection, this shared common origin could be vortices. If so, the competition between vortex injection and vortex motion is one possible explanation for this crossover. A large ac oscillation amplitude causes unpinning of the vortices; the oscillatory motion of these unpinned vortices overpowers the effect of injected quantized vortices above a certain crossover ac oscillation speed. The gradual enhancement of the crossover speed is also seen with increasing dc speed and can be attributed to the larger number of unpinned vortices that are required to observe the crossover. We note that this oscillation amplitude is still very small, orders of magnitude smaller than the critical strain for the softening of solid helium.

The appearance of extra dissipation only at low temperatures is, however, puzzling, as vortex pinning is thought to be stronger at these temperatures (24). The lack of similarity to better-understood superfluids and the lack of a quantitative theory for supersolid vortices makes it difficult to explain this peculiar feature.
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In Situ Observation of the Electrochemical Lithiation of a Single SnO2 Nanowire Electrode

Jian Yu Huang,*1 Li Zhong,2 Chong Min Wang,3* John P. Sullivan,1* Wu Xu,4 Li Qiang Zhang,2 Scott X. Mao,2†, Nicholas S. Hudak,2 Xiao Hua Liu,1 Arunkumar Subramanian,1 Hongyou Fan,5 Liang Qi,6,7 Akihiro Kushima,7 Ju Li6,7,*

We report the creation of a nanoscale electrochemical device inside a transmission electron microscope—consisting of a single tin dioxide (SnO2) nanowire anode, an ionic liquid electrolyte, and a bulk lithium cobalt dioxide (LiCoO2) cathode—and the in situ observation of the lithiation of the SnO2 nanowire during electrochemical charging. Upon charging, a reaction front propagated progressively along the nanowire, causing the nanowire to swell, elongate, and spiral. The reaction front is a “Medusa” zone containing a high density of mobile dislocations, which are continuously nucleated and absorbed at the moving front. This dislocation cloud indicates large in-plane misfit stresses and is a structural precursor to electrochemically driven solid-state amorphization. Because lithiation-induced volume expansion, plasticity, and pulverization of electrode materials are the major mechanical effects that plague the performance and lifetime of high-capacity anodes in lithium-ion batteries, our observations provide important mechanistic insight for the design of advanced batteries.

Lithiation and delithiation of the electrode materials in lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) induce large strains in the host material, leading to plasticity and fracture. Lithiation is also often accompanied by phase transformations, such as electrochemically driven solid-state amorphization (ESA) (1). These electrochemical reaction–induced microstructural events limit the energy capacity and cycle lifetime of LIBs (2–6). It was recently reported that lithium-ion anode materials composed of nanowires (7–12) can offer improved performance and lifetime relative to those of micrometer-scale or larger materials. The improvements are often attributed to the nanowire’s unique geometry and enhanced accommodation of the transformation strains that occur during cycling (9, 10, 13, 14). However, the detailed mechanisms of strain-induced plasticity and strain accommodation in nanowires during electrochemical charging are largely unknown.

We have successfully constructed a nanoscale electrochemical device consisting of a single SnO2 nanowire as an anode, an ionic liquid–based electrolyte (ILE), and a cathode of LiCoO2 particles inside a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) (Fig. 1A) to enable direct real-time visualization of electrochemical reaction–induced microstructural changes. As shown in Fig. 1B, the initial SnO2 nanowire was straight with a smooth surface morphology. After contact with the ILE, the ILE wicked up the nanowire, forming a meniscus (Fig. 1C). Potential was then applied to the SnO2 nanowire at ~3.5 V with respect to the LiCoO2 counterelectrode. This initiated an electrochemical reaction at the point of contact between the SnO2 nanowire and the ILE where reduction of the SnO2 was observed. This solid-state reaction front propagated along the longitudinal direction of the nanowire away from the electrolyte (Fig. 1, D to S, and movie S1). As the reaction front propagated, the diameter and length of the nanowire increased, and the TEM image contrast changed from typical crystalline diffraction contrast to a gray, mostly featureless contrast typical of amorphous materials (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). At 625 s (Fig. 1, I and P to S, and movie S1), the nanowire began to flex rapidly, which resulted in the formation of a bend and the start of a spiral. After 1860 s of charging, the initially straight nanowire (Fig. 1B) exhibited a twisted and meandering morphology (Fig. 1O), indicative of extensive plastic deformation and microstructural changes. It took about half an hour to charge a nanowire with initial length of 16 μm and diameter of 188 nm. After charging, this nanowire had elongated ~60%, the diameter expanded ~45%, and the total volume expanded about 240%.
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The large shape change of the nanowire during charging was a general feature of all the nanowires that were investigated. In fig. S1, A to K, we show the structural changes of another SnO$_2$ nanowire before and after charging, in this case polarized to $-4$ V with respect to the LiCoO$_2$ cathode. It took about 80 min to charge this nanowire with an initial length of 14 $\mu$m and diameter of 107 nm. After charging, the initially straight nanowire became highly distorted, with a total elongation of 90%, a diameter expansion of 35%, and a total volume expansion of 250%. Figure S2 shows the charging dynamics of a third nanowire. Large shape changes were observed again.

Figure 2 shows a more detailed structure and phase characterization of the nanowire before and after charging. Close inspection of the reaction front (Fig. 2A) revealed the presence of a region of a high density of dislocations separating the nonreacted and reacted segments of the nanowire. Before reaction, the nanowire was straight and monocrystalline, as revealed by the electron diffraction pattern (EDP) (Fig. 2B). Immediately after charging, the nanowire showed a dark gray contrast (Fig. 2A), and the EDP of most areas showed amorphous haloes (Fig. 2D). After prolonged charging, the nanowire comprised small nanocrystals dispersed in an amorphous matrix (Fig. 2F), and the EDP showed diffraction rings superimposed on diffuse amorphous haloes (Fig. 2E); the diffraction rings could be indexed as hexagonal Li$_x$Sn (orange indices in Fig. 2E) and tetragonal Sn (black indices in Fig. 2E). The EDP from the reaction front (Fig. 2C) showed diffraction spots superimposed on a diffuse scattering background. These diffraction spots are similar to that of the nonreacted nanowire, except that the zone axis of the former is slightly tilted with respect to the latter. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) indicated that, after reaction, the nanowire contained metallic Sn, Li, and Li$_2$O (Fig. 2, G and H). EELS from a charged segment of the nanowire, such as that shown in Fig. 2A, showed the presence of Li (Fig. 2G, red line profile). The Li-K edge is similar to that of Li$_2$O rather than metallic Li (15), indicating that the amorphous phase is Li$_2$O. Occasionally, an EDP revealed the presence of nanocrystalline Li$_2$O, which was found in the nanowire after charging (fig. S3). These results revealed that the nanowire after charging consists of nanocrystalline Li$_x$Sn and Sn particles dispersed in an amorphous Li$_2$O matrix.

In total, these measurements reveal that when a SnO$_2$ nanowire was polarized at a sufficiently negative potential with respect to LiCoO$_2$, the SnO$_2$ was initially reduced to nanocrystalline Sn...
and amorphous Li2O, which suggests the following reduction reaction: 4Li+ + SnO2 + 4e− → 2Li2O + Sn. This is the “forming stage” to produce a Sn-containing anode. After this initial phase transformation, the operation of the Sn-LiCoO2 battery is based on a reversible reaction, such as Sn + x Li+ + x e− ↔ LixSn (0 ≤ x ≤ 4.4) (16). While reduction was occurring at the SnO2 nanowire anode, at the LiCoO2 cathode Co was being oxidized from Co3+ to Co4+, and Li+ ions were expelled; that is, LiCoO2 → Li1–xCoO2 + x Li+ + x e−.

In contrast to bulk SnO2, which is a brittle ceramic, nanowire SnO2 showed large plasticity (as evidenced by the high dislocation density at the reaction front), and we did not observe fracture or cracking despite the high strain at the reacting interface. Details of the generation and migration of the dislocations near the reacting interface are shown in Fig. 3 and movies S2 to S5. In SnO2, the width of this region of high dislocation density was ~102 nm, and is named the “Medusa zone” because of the appearance of dislocations “snaking” away from the interface. It may occur in certain electrochemical solid-state reactions, and its existence indicates very high stresses at the reaction front; the high stress drives dislocation nucleation and motion. Previously, ex situ TEM studies showed that a high density of dislocations may exist in LiCoO2 cathodes in LIBs as a result of electrochemical cycling (17). However, it is far from clear when and how these dislocations are generated and how they evolve during cycling. Our in situ movies show that the dislocations were continuously nucleated in the crystal regions and then moved away from the highly stressed region. They were also pursued from behind and absorbed by the moving amorphous-crystalline interface (ACI) (18), thereby maintaining a steady state in the total dislocation cloud, which migrated in an approximate chevron shape along the nanowire. One type of dislocation in SnO2 is determined to be of $\frac{1}{2}01\overline{1}$/C138(100) slip character (fig. S4).

We have performed ab initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations and found the ideal shear strength of SnO2 to be ~10 GPa. Because a very high density of dislocations was seen to be nucleated readily and continuously at the interface even as the old nucleation zone was being demolished by the advancing reaction front (which would imply the removal of the original Frank-Read dislocation sources), we postulate that...
a stress close to the ideal strength (14) should exist in the Medusa zone. Such a large stress would be expected at the reaction interface, as the reacted side of the interface exhibits a 45% increase in radial expansion relative to the unreacted side. This would generate a large tensile stress near the ACI that leads to spontaneous dislocation nucleation on the unreacted side, and a large compressive stress on the reacted amorphous side. Plasticity is expected to also occur on the amorphous side (18, 19), despite the lack of dislocations.

We note two important consequences of the observed dislocation structure and dynamics at the reacting interface. First, the dislocation cores may be highly effective Li transport channels (20) and may facilitate Li ion insertion into the crystalline interior, effectively increasing the reaction kinetics. Second, the amorphous phase we observed in situ did not form via the melt-quench mechanism, but via a direct crystal-to-glass transition (i.e., ESA) (1). Solid-state amorphization (21–23) has often been associated with mechanical alloying of bulk materials (e.g., ball-milling) (24–26). Here it is observed in the context of an electrochemical reaction with large stress and apparent dislocation plasticity at the reaction front. Fortunately, electron transparency allows us to capture the dynamical process of ESA with TEM. Our observations suggest that stress-driven dislocation plasticity may be a precursor to some solid-state amorphizations (23–26). The dislocation density we observed in the Medusa zone was exceptionally high, on the order of $10^{17}/m^2$, which is about two orders of magnitude larger than that in heavily work-hardened face-centered cubic metals (27). Such a high dislocation density was caused by the exceptionally high stress driven by the electrochemical reaction. The dislocation cloud disturbs the structural order of the crystal and drives it far from equilibrium. This can provide the necessary energy and kinetic pathway toward complete amorphization.

In addition to the interesting precipitate/dislocation microstructures, we observed very unusual gross morphological changes of the nanowire. Elastic energy strongly influences the shape of phase transformation products (28), and the nanowire geometry provides an elasticity boundary condition very different from that of 3D bulk materials. For the SnO$_2$ nanowire polarized at $-4$ V versus LiCoO$_2$ (fig. S1), we observed a very large anisotropy in the transformation strain, namely ~90% elongation in the $\langle 011 \rangle$ axial direction compared to ~35% expansion in the transverse directions; the total volume expanded by ~250%. Our DFT calculation gives a net volume expansion that matches very well with the experimental result (table S1), assuming $x = 3$ in the charging reaction $(4 + x)Li^+ + $ SnO$_2$ + $(4 + x)e^- \rightarrow 2Li$_2$O + Li$_x$Sn.

But the calculated transformation strain anisotropy, based on uniform electrochemical Li$^+$ insertions alone, is completely different; that is, the largest expansion should occur along $\langle 001 \rangle$ instead of $\langle 011 \rangle$. We interpret this contrast as due to the buckling instability of the nanowire (movie S1); the wire is elastically very compliant in the axial direction and therefore prefers to accommodate the volume expansion in the axial direction. In the transverse directions, because of geometric con-

**Fig. 3.** TEM images revealed a high density of dislocations emerging from the reaction front (marked by chevron-shaped dotted lines). As the dislocation front propagated, the crystalline contrast changed to gray amorphous contrast instantaneously, and the nanowire diameter increased immediately. See also movies S2 to S5. (A to F) Two sets of time-lapsed TEM images showing the high density of dislocations that appeared at the reaction front and the migration of the reaction front.

**Table S1.** The calculated transformation strain anisotropy, based on uniform electrochemical Li$^+$ insertions alone, is completely different; that is, the largest expansion should occur along $\langle 001 \rangle$ instead of $\langle 011 \rangle$. We interpret this contrast as due to the buckling instability of the nanowire (movie S1); the wire is elastically very compliant in the axial direction and therefore prefers to accommodate the volume expansion in the axial direction. In the transverse directions, because of geometric con-
strains at the ACI, large in-plane stresses develop that drive mechanical plasticity. The net shape change of the nanowire observed is therefore not due to lithiation alone, but is the combined outcome of electrochemical-mechanical actions, where stress-induced plasticity plays an important part (fig. S5). These shape-change features mean that the design and packaging of nanowire nanobatteries must take into account the large conformation changes of the nanowire (buckling, coiling, and twisting) without breaking electrical contact or shorting across electrodes. It is also noteworthy that among the several nanowires we charged and discharged, none of them fractured despite the large strain and conformational changes. This is further testimony to the mechanical robustness associated with the nanowire geometry relative to bulk ceramic electrodes (13, 14).

The displacement of the reaction front versus the square root of reaction time is plotted in Fig. 4A using the results of 11 experiments. The nearly parabolic behavior indicates the importance of long-range Li+ diffusion (Fig. 4C). On the basis of our data, the diffusivity of Li+ in the reacted amorphous sections ranges from $5 \times 10^{-16}$ to $5 \times 10^{-14} \text{m}^2/\text{s}$, which is of the same range as the results reported for bulk Li$_2$O (29–31) if extrapolated to room temperature. The somewhat large scattering in diffusivity value is reasonable, because unlike a crystal, the amorphous atomic structure is not unique, and slightly different formation conditions (for example, due to different local voltage) of the amorphized nanowire can lead to different diffusivities. The characteristic migration energy barrier of $-0.4 \text{eV}$ (Fig. 4B), obtained from our ab initio calculations using an ensemble of Li+ migration paths in Li$_2$O with approximately the same initial and final potential energies, matches our experimental diffusivities reasonably well. Note that the wetting layer of ILE on the nanowire surface is so thin (less than 10 nm) that the flux of Li+ transported by this layer is outmatched by the flux from solid-state diffusion in the amorphous Li$_2$O reaction product. This explains why the reaction occurred along the longitudinal direction rather than along the radial direction.

To imitate the scenario in a real battery configuration, we have also conducted experiments with the nanowire partially immersed in the ILE to see whether there is any difference in the post-charging shape changes between the immersed segments and the exposed segments of the nanowire (fig. S6). We found no essential difference in the final shape between the two different segments of the nanowire, both of which show large shape changes with extensive buckling and spiraling (fig. S6).

After charging, we also performed discharge, and TEM showed that the Li$_x$Sn alloy nanoparticles were converted back to pure Sn (fig. S7) and that the diameter of the nanowire decreased. The overall volume change during discharge was much less than during the initial charging process, however. During initial charging, the formation of Li$_2$O caused large volume expansion [irreversible (16)], whereas in the discharging process, the Li$_2$O glass did not participate in the electrochemical reaction and only the Li$_x$Sn nanoparticles, which occupy smaller volume, were active. Although the successful charging and discharging demonstrate that this system constitutes a working electrochemical device (32), we were unable to quantify the reversible capacity of this device because the low discharge current (estimated to be less than 3 pA) was much lower than our noise floor for our electrical current measurement.

The methodology described above should stimulate real-time studies of the microscopic processes in batteries and lead to a more complete understanding of the mechanisms governing battery performance and reliability, especially those properties that are controlled by microstructure. Although the work was carried out using SnO$_2$ nanowires, these experiments can be extended to other materials, for either cathode or anode studies. Further, autonomous nanomachines such as nanorobots (33) call for extreme miniaturization of power supplies (34) with energy generation (35) and energy storage functions. The concept of a stand-alone rechargeable nanobattery that uses individual nanowires as electrodes and a nanoscale electrolyte is quite appealing. Although our work falls short of realizing a fully packaged nanobattery, we believe that the in situ characterization and modeling reported here is an important step toward achieving that goal.
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Optomechanically Induced Transparency

Stefan Weis, Rémi Rivière, Samuel Deléglise, Emanuel Gavartin, Olivier Arcizet, Albert Schliesser, Tobias J. Kippenberg

Electromagnetically induced transparency is a quantum interference effect observed in atoms and molecules, in which the optical response of an atomic medium is controlled by an electromagnetic field. We demonstrated a form of induced transparency enabled by radiation-pressure coupling of an optical and a mechanical mode. A control optical beam tuned to a sideband transition of a micro-optomechanical system leads to destructive interference for the excitation of an intracavity probe field, inducing a tunable transparency window for the probe beam. Optomechanically induced transparency may be used for slowing and on-chip storage of light pulses via microfabricated optomechanical arrays.

Cohort interaction of laser radiation with multilevel atoms and molecules can lead to quantum interference in the electronic excitation pathways. A prominent example observed in atomic three-level systems is the phenomenon of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), in which a control laser induces a narrow spectral transparency window for a weak probe laser beam. When this generic EIT effect had first been observed in an atomic gas (2), its relevance in nonlinear optics and optical (quantum) information processing was quickly recognized. In particular, the rapid variation of the refractive index concomitant with the opening of the transparency window gives rise to a dramatic reduction of the group velocity of a propagating optical pulse (3, 4). Dynamic control of EIT with the control laser enables even a complete stop, that is, storage, of the pulse in an atomic medium (5, 6). The experimental demonstration of slowing and stopping light (3–6) has attracted strong interest, because it provides a route to implement a photonic quantum memory (7) or a classical optical buffer. EIT has subsequently been studied in a wide variety of atomic media, but also in several solid-state systems (8,9) with a well-suited level structure.

Recent experiments with optomechanical systems have demonstrated that the mechanical response to thermal forces can be controlled by an optical field. This effect has been exploited, for example, to implement optomechanical laser cooling and amplification (10–13) as well as normal mode splitting (14). In other work, the mechanical response was optically tailored to exhibit destructive interference between different mechanical excitation pathways (13). Whereas in these studies, the mechanical response to thermal Langevin force was modified, we demonstrate here, as recently suggested (16,17), that the system’s optical response to a weak “probe” laser can be controlled by a second “control” laser driving the lower motional sideband. A window of transparency arises from the destructive interference of excitation pathways for the intracavity probe field when a two-photon resonance condition is met. As pointed out independently, this effect can be considered a strict optomechanical analog of EIT (18), originating from a similar effective interaction Hamiltonian (19). Advantageously, this form of induced transparency does not rely on naturally occurring resonances and could therefore also be applied to previously inaccessible wavelength regions such as the technologically important near-infrared. Furthermore, a single optomechanical element can already achieve unity contrast, which in the atomic case is only possible within the setting of cavity quantum electrodynamics (20).

Our experiment (Fig. 1) consists of an optomechanical system featuring linear optomechanical coupling $G$ in the sense that the cavity resonance frequency is given by $\omega_c(x) = \omega_0 + Gx$, where $\omega_0$ is the unperturbed resonance frequency. A control laser (frequency $\omega_c$) maintains a control field $\alpha e^{-i\omega_c t}$, containing $|\alpha|^2$ photons, in the cavity. The static radiation pressure originating from this field displaces the mechanical mode by $x$, leading to an effective detuning from the cavity resonance $\bar{\omega} = \omega_0 - (\omega_c + Gx)$. We consider the situation where the control laser is tuned close to the lower motional sideband, i.e., $\bar{\omega} \approx -\Omega_m$, where $\Omega_m$ is the mechanical (angular) resonance frequency. A second, weak laser oscillating at $\omega_0 = \omega_0 + \Omega$, is subsequently used to probe the (modified) cavity resonance by driving an intracavity probe field contained in a perturbation term $\delta a(t)$. In the case of a weak probe field (compared to the control field), one can linearize the optomechanical dynamics (21) for the mechanical displacement $x(t) = \tau + \delta x(t)$ and the intracavity field $a(t) = \tau + \delta a(t) e^{-i\omega_c t}$ around the steady-state values $\bar{x}, \bar{a}$. For the probe power transmission—that is, the ratio of the probe power returned from the system divided by the input probe power—the general expression

$$[\hat{\rho}_p]_I^2 = 1 - \frac{1 + i\delta a(t)}{-i\bar{x} + \bar{a}} \frac{2\Omega_m}{\bar{x} + \Omega_m} \eta_{\bar{a}, \bar{x}}^2 \quad (1)$$

with

$$f(\Omega) = \frac{\hbar G^2 a^2}{\chi(\Omega)} \frac{\chi(\Omega)}{i(\bar{x}) - \Omega_m} + \bar{a}/2 \quad (2)$$

can be derived [see (16–18) and supporting online material (SOM) Eq. S25]. Here, $\chi(\Omega) = [m_{\text{eff}}(\Omega_m^2 - 4\Omega_m^2)]^{-1}$ is the susceptibility of the mechanical oscillator of effective mass $m_{\text{eff}}$ and damping rate $\Gamma_m$. The optical mode is characterized by a total loss rate $\kappa = \kappa_0 + \kappa_m$, and the cavity coupling parameter $\eta_{\bar{a}, \bar{x}} = \kappa_m/(\kappa_0 + \kappa_m)$. The presence of a control field $\bar{a}$ (tuned to the lower sideband) induces a transmission window for the probe beam when the resonance condition $\Omega_m = \Omega_m^* = \Omega$ is met (Fig. 1). The depth and the width of this transmission window are tunable by the power of the control beam, as in the case of atomic EIT, with the best contrast achieved in the case of critical coupling $\eta = 1/2$.

To gain more physical insight into this phenomenon, it is instructive to consider this effect in a sideband picture. The simultaneous presence of control and probe fields generates a radiation-
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**Movie S1.** An in-situ TEM movie showing the microstructural evolution of a SnO$_2$ NW anode as it was charged at -3.5 V vs. LiCoO$_2$. As the reaction front passed by, the former SnO$_2$ nanowire’s diameter expanded, and the length elongated. In the meantime, crystalline SnO$_2$ was converted to nanocrystalline Sn and Li$_x$Sn dispersed in an amorphous Li$_2$O matrix. The video was recorded at 2 frame/s and played at 33×.
http://mt.seas.upenn.edu/Stuff/JianyuHuang/Upload/S1.mov

**Movie S2.** An in-situ TEM movie showing that dislocations are continuously emitted from the reaction front. As the reaction front or the high density of dislocations passed by, the crystalline contrast changed to a gray amorphous contrast, and the diameter and length of the nanowire increased. The video was recorded at 2 frame/s and played at 30×.
http://mt.seas.upenn.edu/Stuff/JianyuHuang/Upload/S2.mov

**Movie S3.** An in-situ TEM movie showing a high density of dislocations in the reaction front. As the reaction front or the high density of dislocations swept by, the crystalline contrast changed to a gray amorphous contrast, and the diameter and length of the nanowire were increased. The video was recorded at 2 frame/s and played at 50×.
http://mt.seas.upenn.edu/Stuff/JianyuHuang/Upload/S3.mov

**Movie S4.** An in-situ TEM movie showing that dislocations were continuously emitted from the reaction front. As the reaction front or the high density of dislocations advanced, the crystalline contrast changed to a gray amorphous contrast, and the diameter and length of the nanowire were increased. The video was recorded at 2 frame/s and played at 34×.
http://mt.seas.upenn.edu/Stuff/JianyuHuang/Upload/S4.mov

**Movie S5.** An in-situ TEM movie showing that dislocations were continuously emitted from the reaction front. As the reaction front or the high density of dislocations swept by, the crystalline contrast changed to a gray amorphous contrast, and the diameter and length of the nanowire were increased. The video was recorded at 2 frame/s and played at 50×.
http://mt.seas.upenn.edu/Stuff/JianyuHuang/Upload/S5.mov
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1. Materials and Methods

a. Construction of the nanowire battery

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations were conducted in a Tecnai F30 microscope fitted with a Nanofactory™ TEM-scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) probe for in-situ nanowire manipulation. To create the test cell, an individual SnO2 nanowire was attached to a gold rod, which was further attached to a piezo manipulator. Prior to insertion into the TEM, a drop of ILE [lithium bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide (LiTFSI) dissolved in 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide (P14TFSI)] was placed on the LiCoO2 cathode surface. The ionic liquid is a molten organic salt with very low vapor pressure, enabling its use in the high vacuum (~10^{-5} Pa) inside the HRTEM while still solvating and transporting Li ions effectively. After loading the battery components into the TEM, an individual SnO2 nanowire was manipulated in-situ and partially inserted into the ILE droplet, completing the assembly of the three critical components of the battery (anode, electrolyte, and cathode) (Fig. 1A). When assembled in this manner, the battery is in its discharged state (i.e. with lithium residing in the positive electrode, or cathode). The nanowire battery was charged by performing potentiostatic holds at different voltages (up to -4V) with respect to the LiCoO2 cathode. These potentials were chosen because the open circuit voltage of SnO2 vs. LiCoO2 is about -2.9 V (S1, S2).

To minimize the effect of the electron beam impinging on the sample, the beam was “blanked” during the charging process except for very short exposures (~1s) about every five minutes for the purpose of recording images. However, when we needed to record a video, the beam was not blanked. We found no significant mechanistic differences between time lapse imaging with beam blanking and continuous imaging without blanking. In either case, an extremely low electron beam dose (~10^{-3} A/cm²) was used to minimize beam damage artifacts.

b. SnO2 nanowire preparation procedure

The SnO2 nanowire was synthesized by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process using activated carbon powder (Ketjen Black, EC600JD, Akzo Nobel Corp. Japan) and SnO2 nanoparticles (from Aldrich, particle size < 100 nm) as the precursors and Au as the catalyst. Details of the synthesis process were described in the published literature (S3, S4). We report a brief summary of the experimental procedure here. The activated carbon and the SnO2 nanopowder were combined in a ratio of C:SnO2 = 1:4 by weight and thoroughly dry mixed using a mortar and pestle. The mixed C and SnO2 powder was placed into a quartz boat, which was subsequently loaded into a quartz tube furnace. A Si wafer, topped by a 5 nm thick sputter coated Au film, was located next to the quartz boat for the purpose of catalyzing the formation of the SnO2 nanowires. The carrier gas was high purity nitrogen (99.95%) and was flowing in the direction from the mixed powder precursor towards the Si substrate. The nitrogen flow rate was 100 sccm with the pressure in the tube maintained at 200 Torr. The furnace was heated at a rate of 6.5 °C/min to 800 °C and maintained at 800 °C for 6 hours for the growth of the SnO2 nanowires. Upon completion of the growth, the furnace power was shut off to allow the furnace to cool naturally. Typically, it took ~ 4 hours for the furnace to cool from 800 °C to room temperature. The diameter of the SnO2
nanowires ranged from several nanometers to ~ 1 µm and the length of the wires ranged from several hundred nanometers to several hundred micrometers.

The cross-section of these nanowires is either polygonal, or hexagonal, or rhombic (see Fig. S8). The growth direction of the nanowires is [011] (Fig. S8). In some nanowires, a Au core was present (Fig. S9).

c.  
**Table S1.** *Ab initio* density functional theory (DFT) calculated volume expansion for \( x \text{Li}^+ + xe^- \) insertion into a SnO\(_2\) crystal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( x )</th>
<th>Relative volume expansion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>149%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>209%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>270%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d. **DFT Calculation Procedures**

All the density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed by using the Vienna *ab initio* simulation package (VASP) (S5, S6). We used projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional in non-spin-polarized condition (S7, S8). Monkhorst-Pack \( k \)-point grids for the Brillouin-zone integration were applied with \( k \)-point density higher than 18 per Å\(^{-1}\) along each periodic direction in reciprocal space (S9). Partial occupancies of eigenstates were determined by a Gaussian smearing of \( \sigma = 0.1 \) eV. The cut-off energy for the plane wave basis was 400 eV.

The relaxed shear stress-strain relation of crystalline SnO\(_2\) in rutile structure is calculated with VASP, and plotted in Fig. S10. To obtain reasonable volumes of amorphous Li\(_x\)SnO\(_2\), we used VASP to do "simulated-annealing" in many cycles. The supercell of Li\(_x\)SnO\(_2\) contains 2\( x \) Li atoms, 2 Sn atoms and 4 O atoms. In each cycle, *ab initio* molecular dynamic (MD) simulations were performed at extremely high temperature (3500 K) for 1000 time steps with step size of 0.2 fs. Then both the atomic structure and supercell volume were relaxed to a certain local minimum state, which would be the initial state for MD simulations in the next cycle. Final volume of amorphous Li\(_x\)SnO\(_2\) was the average of the relaxation volume when they converged to certain stable values after tens of "simulated-annealing" cycles. The relative volume expansion is listed in Table S1.

To obtain the diffusivity of Li\(^+\) inside the amorphous Li\(_2\)O matrix, minimum energy paths (MEPs) for the migration of Li\(^+\) were searched in both crystalline and amorphous Li\(_2\)O by using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method (S10, S11) in VASP, as shown in Fig. 4B. For crystalline Li\(_2\)O, a \( 2 \times 2 \times 2 \) supercell was used so that the perfect lattice contains 32 Li atoms and 64 O atoms. Three different migration mechanisms (vacancy, interstitial and interstitialcy) for Li atoms were calculated, and we obtained 0.301 eV, 0.297 eV and 1.52 eV, respectively, for the migration energy barrier. The interstitialcy mechanism, where one Li\(^+\) kicks out another Li\(^+\), is deemed to have the closest resemblance
to diffusion mechanisms in amorphous materials, and the energy pathway is plotted as the blue curve in Fig. 4B. For amorphous Li$_2$O, the effective migration barrier was approximately obtained by the following procedure: first, a super cell with 17 Li atoms and 8 O atoms was taken from the “simulated-annealing” cycles; second, we used this supercell to run \textit{ab initio} MD at 1200 K with a time step of 0.2 fs for more than 10 ps; third, four different local-minimum states were obtained by relaxing MD configurations at 6.6, 6.8, 7.0 and 7.2 ps; Fourth, three CI-NEB calculations, each with eight intermediate steps, were performed among these four continuous local-minimum states, respectively. The resulting pathways are plotted in Fig. 4B in red. From these results, we can roughly identify the effective migration barrier in amorphous Li$_2$O to be $\sim$0.4 eV.

Further, the displacements of all Li atoms during the MD simulations at 1200 K above were recorded, so the diffusivity of Li$^+$ at 1200 K was estimated based on the Einstein relation of mean square displacement, $D_{Li} = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{\langle |r(t)_{Li} - r(t=0)_{Li}|^2 \rangle}{6t}$, as shown in Figure S11. Here all the displacements $r(t)_{Li}$ were obtained by removing the mass-center displacements of Li atoms. As a result, the diffusivity of Li at 300 K can be obtained based on the migration barrier from NEB calculations and $D_{Li}(T=1200K) \approx 5.2 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$/s and $D_{Li}(T=300K) \approx 4.9 \times 10^{-15}$ m$^2$/s.

e. Droplet formation along the nanowires

It was frequently observed that ionic liquid based electrolyte (ILE) droplets formed on the nanowires (Fig. 1, S1, S2). Liquid droplets of similar shape on nanowires were already observed in Ref. S12-S15, and were postulated to be the aftermath of a Rayleigh like instability (S15, S16). These droplets with self-similar shapes (controlled by the competition between the surface energy of the liquid and the liquid-solid interfacial energy) can move and coalesce with each other under the driving force of an electrical field. While this paper may be the first report of the motion of nanoscale liquid droplets observed by in-situ TEM, a detailed discussion of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of this paper. Additional findings regarding nanoscale droplet motion observed by in-situ TEM are planned for a future publication.
Fig. S1. Time-lapse structural evolution of another SnO2 nanowire anode during charging at -4 V versus a LiCoO2 cathode. The nanowire was elongated 90% and the diameter increased 35% (volume expansion of 250%) after charging for ~80 minutes (4570s). The initially straight nanowire (A) was significantly twisted and bent after charging (D to K). The reaction front progressed along the nanowire’s longitudinal direction, with the front clearly visible as pointed out by arrowheads in (D to I). The red line in (A) through (K) marks the same feature in the nanowire, which serves as a reference point to track the change of the nanowire length. “ILE” marks ionic liquid-based electrolyte.
Fig. S2. In-situ time-lapsed TEM images of the charging process of a single SnO$_2$ NW anode. The nanowire was charged at -3 V vs. LiCoO$_2$. (A) The initial nanowire. (B) The right end of the nanowire was immersed into ILE. (C to K) The reaction front (marked by arrows) progressed along the longitudinal direction of the nanowire. Multiple beads of ILE were formed on the nanowire.
Fig. S3. EDP showing that nanocrystalline Li$_2$O and nanocrystalline Sn was occasionally observed in the nanowire after the charging reaction.
Fig. S4. A HRTEM image showing one type of dislocation generated in the reaction front. The Burgers vector, $\mathbf{b}$, of the dislocation was determined to be [01-1], and the slip plane was (100).
**Fig. S5.** Nanowire shape change due to coupled electrochemical-mechanical actions. The bold black arrowhead on the left panel indicates shape changes solely due to an electrochemical reaction, which differs from the experimentally-observed shape changes. The experimentally observed shape change is attributed to both the electrochemical reaction and a mechanical plastic deformation, the so-called mechanical and electrochemical coupling effect.
Fig. S6 Morphology changes of a SnO$_2$ nanowire after charging for 195 minutes at a potential of -3.5 V against a LiCoO$_2$ cathode. Note that the pristine nanowire (A) was partially inserted into the ILE in a “flooded” configuration similar to the scenario in a real battery (B). Arrowheads in (B) and (C) mark the ILE front. Only the segment on the right-hand side of the arrowheads was soaked (flooded) in the ILE. After reaction, the entire nanowire was pulled out of the ILE to inspect the morphology of the flooded segment (C). The elongation, diameter expansion, and total volume expansion of the non-flooded segment were: 100%, 33%, and 254%, respectively, and that of the flooded segment were 96%, 19%, and 178%, respectively. Note that there is significant ILE present on the formerly flooded nanowire surface.
Fig. S7. TEM images of a charged “SnO\textsubscript{2}“NW before (A) and after (B) discharge. The nanowire was biased at -0.05 V versus the LiCoO\textsubscript{2} cathode. (C to F) Time-lapse electron diffraction pattern (EDPs) of the same area as outlined in (A) and (B), showing the structural evolution of the nanowire during discharging. The initial nanowire consisted of Li\textsubscript{x}Sn, Sn and Li\textsubscript{2}O (C and D). After 12417s of discharging, only Sn (diffraction rings in F) and amorphous Li\textsubscript{2}O were present (amorphous halo in F). After discharging, the diameter of the nanowire was reduced from 183 nm to 154 nm.
Fig. S8  Cross-section of the nanowire and the growth direction. (A-C) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs showing the cross-section of the nanowire is either polygonal (A), or rhombic (B, C), or hexagonal (C). (D) A high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image showing the nanowire growth direction is [011]. Inset is a Fast Fourier Transformation of the HRTEM image.
Fig. S9 An as-prepared SnO$_2$ nanowire with a Au core. (A) A TEM micrograph, (B) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) shows that the core is Au, (C) EDX of the shell is SnO$_2$. 
Fig. S10. Relaxed shear stress-strain response of crystalline SnO$_2$ on the (101) plane along the [-101] shear displacement direction, calculated with DFT.
Fig. S11. Mean square displacement of Li atoms in *ab initio* MD simulation of the Li$_{17}$O$_8$ super cell at 1200 K.
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Building a Better Battery

Yet-Ming Chiang

Innovations in the battery field are infrequent and hard-won. New electrochemical systems (a new positive or negative electrode, electrolyte, or combination thereof) reach the marketplace only once every few years, and the energy density of lithium-ion batteries as a class has increased on average by only 8 to 9% per year since the early 1990s. Thus, in the burgeoning field of nanoscale electrode materials, skepticism regarding new claims is perhaps not surprising because of the many requirements that any battery electrode must simultaneously meet to be commercialized. One route by which battery performance can be improved is by mechanical failure due to the large volume changes associated with the charge-discharge cycle. On page 1515 of this issue, Huang et al. (1) report an ingenious in situ transmission electron microscope (TEM) experiment that uses a low–vapor pressure ionic liquid electrolyte to allow imaging of a SnO nanowire electrode in an “open” electrochemical cell. They observe a reaction mechanism in the SnO nanowires that progresses sequentially along the nanowire from end to end, allowing them to accommodate a ~250% volume change without fracturing and at practical charging rates. These intriguing results raise the question of whether such one-dimensional phase transformations can be induced in other materials.

Nanomaterials offer the promise of high storage capacity at useful current rates, along with reversible cycling over hundreds to thousands of cycles and over a wide temperature range. However, there are practical concerns specific to nanomaterials: Nanoparticle electrodes may have low packing density that makes high bulk energy density difficult to realize; synthesis methods may not be scalable and/or economical in a field where cost is a most important metric (e.g., electric vehicle and grid storage batteries); and nanoscale forms of inherently reactive compounds raise questions of safety and stability. There are also fundamental scientific questions centered on the mechanisms of electrochemical storage because of departures from known scaling laws as the size scale decreases. All of these issues need to be convincingly and simultaneously addressed if laboratory-based results are to be successfully translated into substantial progress in battery performance.

SnO2 is a model for a class of metal oxides and fluorides (2–4) in which reversible storage capacities exceeding those possible with intercalation reactions are realized with displacement or “conversion” reactions that produce one or more new phases. Electrochemical reduction of the starting oxide by lithium produces Li2O [LiF in the case of the fluorides (4)] and the parent metal, but unlike primary battery systems such as LiMnO2 that undergo the same reaction but are poorly reversible, reversible storage has been obtained when the product phases are nanoscale and reactive. In the case of SnO2, the Li2O reaction product does not participate in reversible storage; subsequent cycling stores lithium through an alloying reaction with the nanoscale particles of metallic Sn. This was first established in SnO2-bearing glasses (5) and is also the case for Huang et al.’s nanowires. Thus, this reaction mechanism has the drawback of a large and irreversible loss of working lithium in the first cycle, whereas in other systems the conversion reaction produces nanoscale Li2O or LiF that does react reversibly with the metal electrode and is the main contributor to reversible capacity (2, 4). However, the large strain accommodation capability shown by the SnO2 nanowires would be valuable if achievable in other high-capacity, high-strain electrodes such as silicon. Alloying with Li to the limiting composition Li4.4Si yields theoretically an enormous capacity of 4200 milliampere hours per gram (mAh/g), versus 150 mAh/g for LiCoO2 cathodes and 350 mAh/g for graphite anodes used in conventional lithium-ion batteries, but also produces a molar volume change of 311%. Silicon undergoes solid-state amorphization during lithiation.

Controlling the charge-induced morphological changes of electrode materials may provide a route to improved battery performance.

Coping with strain. (A) Phase field modeling reveals that under a moderate overpotential of 25 mV, misfit stress causes FePO4 to grow along the [100] longitudinal direction, normal to the fast-diffusion direction. (B) Increasing the overpotential to 100 mV allows Li diffusion anisotropy to dominate the transformation morphology; diffuse phase boundaries migrate inward along the [010] direction. Cℓ, lithium concentration.

In considering how one-dimensional transformation morphologies might be induced, an example from the first successfully commercialized nanoscale cathodes, the phospho-olivines, may be instructive. Strain accommodation (9, 10) and related phase transformation kinetics (11) are tunable features of nanoscale olivines and have been implicated as design criteria for high-power and long cycle life. The figure shows results using a phase-field model (12) to simulate possible transformation morphol-
ogies in a LiFePO$_4$ nanorod during the first-order phase transition to FePO$_4$. The anisotropy of Li diffusion and the magnitude of misfit strain (~7% volume strain) have been explicitly included, and the driving force for the transformation is varied via the electrical overpotential (13). At a moderate overpotential of 25 mV (see the figure, panel A), stress relaxation causes FePO$_4$ to grow along the [100] longitudinal direction, analogous to that of Huang et al., even though Li diffusion is fastest normal to this direction. However, at a higher overpotential of 100 mV, the influence of strain energy is overcome and lateral Li diffusion dominates the transformation morphology (see the figure, panel B).

Thus, interactions among stress, transport anisotropy, and the magnitude of the driving force (among other variables) may influence phase transformation morphology in nanowire electrodes. Other unanswered questions include the effect of electrolyte distribution: Is the one-dimensional transformation in SnO$_2$ facilitated by having a thin wetted layer of electrolyte, and would results differ for a “floated” electrolyte battery? And could a competing radial reaction morphology also preserve the nanowire morphology? Regardless, the results presented by Huang et al. are testimony to the power of direct observation in electrochemical materials science, and they illustrate a previously unrecognized mode of reaction in battery electrodes. The results should stimulate others to consider analogous experiments and mechanisms in other storage materials, and should contribute to the design of nanoscale electrodes that fully exploit the potential of ultrahigh-capacity storage materials.
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